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Talk:Using the Accelerometer for cool apps in JavaME
Hamishwillee - Thanks!
Hi Shaii
Thanks very much. IMO this is better presented than the others because there is more explanation of what the code is doing and
where, and because you've provided an overview of the main classes.
In terms of improvement you could probably go further and split this code into smaller sections with the relevant parts highlighted
immediately alongside the explanation - usually I like explanation of code first. However it is acceptable as is because the code is
not particularly hard to understand, and the code explanation isn't all that far away.
I would prefer a title that said something like "Using the accelerometer sensor to shake dice in Java ME". This is an accurate and
objective description of what the article covers, and leaves the user the opportunity to decide whether the article is cool or not :-).
Regards
Hamish
hamishwillee 09:44, 1 August 2012 (EEST)

-Pekkeli- - Thanks!
Hi,
thanks for the code example!
Do you know if it is possible to access accelerometers under lock screen?
Cheers,
Pekka
-Pekkeli- 11:59, 3 August 2012 (EEST)

Shaii - Hi Pekkeli
I'm sorry i havent tried it but you can easily try it, just download the attached app and give it a try
shaii 16:06, 7 August 2012 (EEST)

Hamishwillee - @Pekkeli
Hi Pekka
Did it work - might be nice to let Shai know :-)
regards
H
hamishwillee 10:29, 3 September 2012 (EEST)

-Pekkeli- - @Hamishwillee & @Shaii
Hi,
I do not own Asha phone, so I have not tried. However, I yesterday found out about remote device access
(http://www.developer.nokia.com/Devices/Remote_device_access/ ). Maybe I try using that when I have time. :)
Cheers,
Pekka
-Pekkeli- 08:25, 18 October 2012 (EEST)

-Pekkeli- - @Hamishwillee & @Shaii
Hi,
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accelerometers do work perfectly also under lock screen!

-Pekkeli- 16:09, 5 December 2012 (EET)

Hamishwillee - Pekkeli - Thanks very much for the update
Much appreciated. Shai, if it can be done reasonably, might be worth including this information within the article itself.
hamishwillee 02:00, 7 December 2012 (EET)

Hamishwillee - What permissions are required for certification?
Hi Shai
What permissions are required? Would be great to add.
Regards
H
hamishwillee 04:28, 26 April 2013 (EEST)

CoolDudes - accelerometer code for moving a car in j2me
hi,i am working on a j2me car game.. I want to make it a motion sensor game..can anyone please help me with the code??
CoolDudes 07:37, 27 June 2013 (EEST)

Hamishwillee - Normal process
Hi
Normally best to start your work (perhaps based on this code) then ask questions when you run into problems on the discussion
boards. As a rule people are likely to want to help you with specific issues but not with "arbitrary code".
Regards
Hamish
hamishwillee 03:16, 28 June 2013 (EEST)
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